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2016-2017: A Year in Review

Our 49th year proved to be another year of change for the Wisconsin Singers. It’s important to first acknowledge the faith exhibited by the many troupe members who returned to the Singers knowing they would again be working with a new Director and, for the first time ever, an Executive Producer. They stepped up once again, realizing that the Wisconsin Singers is more than just one individual, that the whole is greater than the sum of its parts.

I joined the program in August for Production Camp and saw first-hand, a minute portion of what it takes to produce a show of this caliber. Jumping into it after the show had already been written and rehearsed in vocal camp, I faced the enormous challenge of learning all the aspects of the Wisconsin Singers production side and had to do it quickly. I was impressed and excited to have the pleasure of working with an incredibly inspiring group of young people. Dr. Gino De Luca joined us towards the end of Production Camp as the newly hired Artistic Director and along with me, observed the show take shape. We joined forces to move the Singers into the next stage of growth for the program.

Fortunately, Robin (Director/Producer Emerita) was by our side to help mentor and guide us in our new positions.

I look back on the last two years of change within the program, and I realize that even though change is often difficult, many times it’s also for the best. Robin and the student staff were incredible, making sure I was aware of all that needed to be accomplished. Often times, we joked about all of the things that I don’t know that I don’t know. The support of Robin and Chris Novotny, the Friends of Wisconsin Singers, current and past parents, alumni, business interns, student staff, and the performers/techs themselves, all made this year of transition a successful one and launches us forward into our 50th year!

Dr. De Luca turned in his resignation in late December, when an opportunity arose that led him in a different career direction. “Retired” Robin Novotny returned full time to fill the gap, this time as a “volunteer” rather than a paid staff member. Together, we recruited students for 2017-2018 and worked with Taras Nahirniak (Wisconsin Singers alumnus) to create an exciting show concept for our upcoming anniversary season.

2016-2017 year was filled with successes. The show “Live in Living Color” took our audiences through 40 years of “colorful” pop music. Our 49th On Campus shows were held the Wisconsin Union Theater once again. We traveled to schools throughout the state and nation, working with local students to educate, motivate, and inspire them to keep music in their lives. On Spring tour, we returned to Louisville after a four-year hiatus, performing at the Oldham Arts Center. Of course, no spring break would be complete, without our stay at the Bahama House, two shows in the Villages, and some R&R. Summer shows included a new venue in LaCrosse at Riverfest, and a return to the Winnebago County Fair, as well as our annual favorite, an outdoor show at Neenah’s Communityfest.
My goals for our 50th year is to retain the new shows from this year, reconnect with previous bookings, and continue to book new venues/schools to increase to a minimum of 36-40 shows each year. Secondly, I will continuously assess the program needs as the opportunity arises and make decisions in the best interest of the Wisconsin Singer program. As music, technology and the world changes, I will meet those changes with creative solutions, and ideas to continue to catapult the Wisconsin Singers program into the next 50 years.

Finally, as I look forward to our 50th Anniversary season, I am excited about meeting and connecting with former Singers alums, and their families. I have been a part of the Wisconsin Singers “family” for the last 20 years as a sponsor; and now, as Executive Producer, and with over 800 alums, I am expecting a phenomenal family reunion on Nov. 10 & Nov. 11 at the Overture Center. See you at the show!

Georgi Edginginton
Executive Producer / Wisconsin Singers
2016 -
THE WISCONSIN SINGERS’ MISSION STATEMENT

The Wisconsin Singers provides quality music education to collegiate level musicians without regard to race, color creed, national origin, sexual orientation or identity.

We specialize in teaching music in performance through a variety of American Pop genres.

We supply professional stage performance and teaching experiences nationwide.

We serve many diverse communities and audiences that include public and private school K-12 music students, University of Wisconsin Alumni groups, and community service organizations, as well as the entertainment needs of select corporate patrons.

Education

Wisconsin Singers provides a unique, high quality, educational experience in the staged performance of American popular music that is both career focused and leadership oriented.

Outreach

Wisconsin Singers provides a dynamic connection between the University of Wisconsin-Madison and in-state and out-of-state high school music education programs by conducting workshops, master classes, and through concerts and public performances.

Public Relations

For forty-nine years, the Wisconsin Singers has promoted a positive public image for the University of Wisconsin–Madison. It supports the UW’s educational prominence through its delivery of a superior level of learning, entertainment, and public service as well as providing significant student employment and scholarship opportunities.
2016 – 2017 BOARD OF DIRECTORS

Bobby Naramore  
*President – Singers Alum*

Alex Opitz  
*Vice President – Singers Alum*

Chris Novotny  
*Treasurer – Singers Alum*

Brad Umhoefer  
*Secretary – Singers Alum*

Carissa Coorough  
*Member at Large - Singers Alum*

Steph Burg  
*Member at Large – Singers Alum*

Kay Gruling  
*Member at Large – Singers Parent*

Tara Martino  
*Member at Large – Singers Alum*

Abby Kennison  
*Member at Large – Singers Alum*

Julie Woodall  
*Member at Large – Singers Parent*

Judy Novotny  
*Member at Large – Parent of Singers Alum*

TJ Sargent  
*Member at Large – Liaison to ODOS*

Robin Whitty Novotny  
*Director, Wisconsin Singers*
WISCONSIN SINGERS 16-17 FACTS

- Singers completed their 49th anniversary season in existence at the UW.
- 36 students participated in Wisconsin Singers, representing over 25 different majors across campus.
- Performers spent approximately 350 hours this performing season in rehearsal.
- Performers spent more than 400 hours this academic year traveling and performing in more than 30 different venues - plus another 40 hours during the summer.
- The troupe toured during spring break to do 2 shows for alumni chapters in the Villages in Florida, as well as restarting our annual performance stop in Louisville, KY.
- Performers donated over 50 hours of time to shows for campus events.
- Our 7 Interns worked 6-10 hours per week throughout the academic year and student staff members who double as performers donated another 4-6 hours per week.
- Singers cliniced and shared the stage with over 400 K-12 students in workshops geared to improve performance skills, followed by a question and answer session where WS students articulated information about their Wisconsin Experience.
- Performers entertained more than 30,000 throughout the state and nation.
- The Singers again hosted On Campus at the Memorial Union Theater, attaining over 93% attendance at both performances.
- The program raised more than $20,000 in scholarship funds for UW students.
- Singers remained financially independent from the UW for the 24th year.
- Wisconsin Singers continued to bring guest artists from New York/Broadway to create and choreograph the show.

2016-2017 NEW DEVELOPMENTS

Professional Staffing

Georgi Edgington was hired as our new Executive Producer and did a great job of working to fill her head with knowledge of all things Wisconsin Singers, and to begin to rebuild bridges and book the show. It will be a long process, as there is a lot to learn, but Georgi has been an exemplary example of someone that wants to value the vast Singers history and help to ensure its future success.

We still struggle to figure out how to manage the artistic and curricular side of the program. The hiring requirements of the School of Music make it very difficult to find a strong fit, and our hire for the 16-17 season did not work out. Once again, Robin was able to step in and help cover the shortfall on a volunteer basis for second semester.

By the end of the year, Georgi was able to step in and be hired as the professor of record for the class, but we continue to work to find the appropriate delegation of duties so that Georgi can continue to focus on the Executive Producer duties while we search for someone to teach the artistic portions of the class.
16-17 YEAR END BUSINESS REVIEW:

2016-2017 was a year of promise. We still faced some significant transition challenges, not the least of which was losing our Artistic Director hire at semester. In addition, as a result of the booking efforts of the previous year, the 16-17 season had the lowest academic show total (28) in the last 10 years.

However, we are confident that Georgi is the right fit for the Executive Producer position, and she has made great effort this year to rebuild bridges and restore our performance calendar for next season. And thanks to Robin’s volunteer filling of the Artistic Director position for second semester, the loss of those few additional shows this year were offset by the savings in salary and fringe expenses. Most importantly, we had an incredible strong year on and off stage, have a majority of our Singer / Dancers returning, and are poised for an incredible 50th anniversary season next year!

We are confident that with Georgi established and more confident in her position, and with the leverage of the 50th anniversary of the Singers, we will be able to get back to a full slate of academic year performances, and bolster both our operational and scholarship budgets for the future.

Some additional changes are in the works. Due to some substantial organizational changes at the UW, the Friends of Wisconsin Singers is in a position the coming offseason that we need to determine the value of scholarships and class credit to the Singers troupe members. There are significant accounting changes and University oversight and control that may need to be implemented in order to maintain the class credit, and the UW Foundation is discontinuing the matching dollar scholarship program for affiliate groups that we have leveraged for decades to maximize dollars for our performers. We have put forth creative solutions, as we value both the class credit and our relationship with the University, but will need to work through those issues / changes this year to see where we land.

Until then, we look forward to the milestone of our 50th anniversary. We have many special events and celebrations planned and hope that all of our alumni, families and friends will join us to celebrate 50 years of great Wisconsin Singers history, and lay the foundation for the next 50 years as well.

On Wisconsin!

Christopher Novotny
Director of Business Operations
Wisconsin Singers Alumnus 1993 – 1997
## FINANCES

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>2016-2017</th>
<th>2015-2016</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Revenue</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Performances</td>
<td>$131,376</td>
<td>$148,400</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Donations / Grants</td>
<td>$47,414</td>
<td>$67,740</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Scholarship Matches</td>
<td>$10,000</td>
<td>$10,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Merchandise Sales</td>
<td>$17,690</td>
<td>$18,045</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total Revenue</strong></td>
<td>$206,480</td>
<td>$244,185</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| **Expenses**         |              |              |
| Program Service      | $190,120     | $206,1728    |
| Scholarship          | $19,381      | $22,368      |
| Equipment            | $3,284       | $3,479       |
| **Total Expenses**   | $212,785     | $232,019     |

| **Profit / Loss**    | ($6,305)     | $12,166      |

**Merchandise sales include wristbands (on site).**

** Decreased program service expenses due to reduced transportation and other costs associated with fewer performances on the calendar.**
2016-2017 REVENUE

![Pie chart showing revenue breakdown for performances, donations, scholarship matches, and merchandise sales.]

- Performances: 63.63%
- Donations: 22.96%
- Scholarship Matches: 8.57%
- Merchandise Sales: 4.84%

Total Revenue: $131,376

- Performances: $47,414
- Donations: $17,690
- Merchandise Sales: $10,000
2016-2017 EXPENSES

$190,120

Program Service
Scholarship
Equipment

89.35%
9.11%
1.54%

$19,381
$3,284
**2016-2017 DONORS**

**Ambassador $1000+**
Badger Coaches
Brian, Luka, and Steph Burg
Tim Buttke and Kay Gruling
Justin Timber Cooperation
James and Joan Johnston
Nicolet National Bank

**Benefactor $500+**
Barbra Beachley Stenson
Leland and Kenlyn Harris
David Hutchinson
Bobby and Jenny Naramore
Chris Novotny and Robin Whitty-Novotny
Brad Umhoefer

**Sustaining $250+**
James and Paula Cole
Matt Drenth
Ellen Fisher
Kimberly Gillmore
Mary Hamilton
Scott and Tami Hermes
Shelley Moffat
Mark and Mary Mutza
Philip and Lisa Nelson
New JCI Foundation, Inc.
Tom and Judy Novotny
Gary and Pat Peterson
David and Nicola Porto
Brad and Tina Ruh
Marc and Jodi Strapon
David Thurber
Waunakee Rotary Foundation
*Patron $100+

Leroy Adler
John Bailey
Rev. Larry Bakke
Robert and Beverly Batchelder
Douglas Batty
Robert and Janis Bergum
Austin Brummet
Greg and Candi Biskup
Anne Bolz
Delores Buttke
David Chase
Karen Churitch
Carissa Coorough
Nicholas Coorough
Bob and Lori Ehrenberg
Maxton Finseth
Julie Frie
Pat and Amy Galloway
Dr. and Mrs. Caesar Gonzaga
Grace Lutheran Church
Bob and Eppie Gruling
Lewis Harned
Dave and Connie Heilman
Jerry and Maribeth Heying
Hoeppner- Horn Brothers
Dale Hsu
John and Deanna Jaeckel
Richard Kapings
Abby Kennison
KI
Aeltsje Kiestra and Jan Verhoef
Bonnie Kraft
Paul and Lisa Krzyzaniak
Dennis and Linda Laufenberg
Alisha Lembke
Jay and Jan Leuenberger
Soriano Liberacion
Jason and Regina Linder
Harry Malcolm
Neita Markee Menke
William Mazurek Sr.
Ann McLaughlin
Mid Cities Associates, LLC
John Molitor
Charles and Alice Muris
Curt and Marie Nelson
Dale Nordeen
Mark and Connie O’Connell
Caroline Paff
Rick and Shari Parks
Hema Patel
Richard and Marilyn Peterson
Chuck and Beverly Pfeilstifter
Oris and Elaine Possin
Steve and Wendy Prater
Rawson and Mary Price
Jeffrey and Shannon Pritzl
Dan and Lisa Raimer
Merlin and Nancy Ring
Ron and Carole Ropel
Anida Rose
Andrew and Susan Schickert
John and Lonna Schickert
Art and Marlene Schmidt
Peter and Martha Schram
Ron and Mary Alice Schueler
Robert Schuster
Mary Selfors
Jared and Angela Severson
Dan and Mary Shiman
Sandra Smith
Samantha Sobaski
Jim Speckbrock
Mike and Angela Spinello
Joseph Stepno
Allen and Arris Sullivan
Richard and Dinah Theis
James and Patricia Tipple
Marion Tomlinson
James and Alice Ulrich
Dale and Terri Umhoefer
Bill and Sue Vortanz
Kathryn Wellner
Shelly Ziegler
TrezMarie Tianen Zotkiewicz
Jeff and Mary Zurn
Friends to $99

Robert Ackerman
Ken and Marcia Adams
In Memory of Virginia Adle
Jeffrey and Harriet Avery
Janice Babl
Cheryl Beaver
William Beyer
Richard Boese
Dorothy Bollant
Jacquelyn Bonavia
Carolyn Bourdo
Mary Beth Braun
Caryl Bremer
LaVaughn Buehl
Tom Burgess
Jeneen Carnes
R.T. Carpenter
Jack Cartwright
Richard and Sharron Cebrowski
Vicki Champion
Dennis Christian
Ronald and Linda Clark
Bill and Jane Connor
Deb and Kelly Conyers
Richard and Sharon Cowan
Christine Dallman
Carole Dannehl
Kurt and Marlene Dramm
Kurt and Heidi Dramm-Becker
Donald Dupies
Arden and Lowis Eberhardt
Anna Ebner
Ben and Surita Essex
Constance Finch
Maxton Finseth
Merna Fischer
Frank and Cheryl Gatyas
Mr. and Mrs. Jerry Gerharz
Carol Geske
Ron and Marge Giannoni
Dan and Paula Greco
Thomas and Cheryl Green
Karen Grenzow
Leo and Laurie Grill
Jeanne Gruber
Kristin Gunther
Mark and Robin Haehlke
Pam Hamele
Douglas Handerson
Matt and Joan Hart
Nancy Hennum
Richard Herken
Ellen Holcomb
Steve Jonas
Sarah Jordan
Victor Kapinos
Ronald Kauppila and Kristine Kaski
Jason and Megan Kehl
Jeff and Janet Kieslich
John Kingston
Rob Kinner
Fritz and Isabel Klein
Barbra Klippel
Frank and Nancy Kohlbeck
William and Gordonna Komassa
Aaron and Barb Koskamp
William and Karen Kraus
Michael and Janice Kutschera
Arin Kutz
Jim and Carol Laning
Michael and Lynette LaQua
B.K. Lewis
Jim and Mardell Liethen
Shirley Lunde
Janine Luz
Doug and Mary Maki
Jean Mason
Victoria and Leon McCabe
James and Mary McConnell
Paul and Pat Meier
Gordon and Sharon Messmer
Dale Mitchell
Dorothy Mleziva
Alan and Marsha Mood
Richard and Karen Moreau
Richard Moze
Daniel Stencel and Lisa Nelson
Robert and Carol Netzler
Betty Nicka
In Memory of Kate Noon
Joyce Nordbeck
Anne Novotny
Jennifer O'Brien
David and Karen Olejniczak
Christine Olkowski
Kris Olmanson
Mary Olson
Charles and Kathy Osmanski
Curt and Michelle Osmanski
Jo Ann Otto
Richard and Carol Palm
Donna Parshalle
Ann Peirick
Chris and Kris Peterson
Rev. John and Kathleen Peterson
Mark and Jane Pickering
Helen Pierquet
Deb Pollack
Amanda Popenfus
Ken Rabbleau
Mary Randell
Abigail Rasmussen
Anthony Reitano and Leslie Esser-Reitano
Carol Roberts
Elizabeth Robinson
Sandra Roh
Katherine Rossmann
Nancy Royal
Tim Rubin
Jean Rush
Pat and Rose Rynish
Ray Salm
Mark and Reggie Samuels
Alan Sauer
Denise Schattner
Ronald Selenske
Deborah Selwitschka
Tom and Terri Shannon
Kenneth Sharping
Todd Smith
Keith and Jeanneane Smith
Irwin and Frances Smith
John Sobotik
Kim Sponem
Kenneth Stammerman
Daniel Stencel
Thomas and Mary Jane Strehlow
Christine Swenor
Renee Thelen
Lois Thomson
Gordon and Beverly Thurber
Jenifer Touchet
Keith and Terri Treinen
James and Barbra VanLoenen
John and Sandy Varol
Warren and Marlene Voeks
Sylvia Wagner
Alice Wakeman
Cliff Wall
Nancy Walsh-Boeder
Janet Weick
Robert Weiss
John and Kim Wellner
Nancy Whitehouse
Donald and Sandra Wilde
Larry and Merikay Willer
Cliff and Colleen Williams
Curt and Carrie Zempel
Denise Ziegler
Margaret Zimmerman
Lynn Zwitter

**Matching Gifts**

Apple, Inc.
Johnson Controls
Microsoft